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The fluctuation spectrum of a quasispherical vesicle with active membrane proteins is calculated. The
activity of the proteins is modeled as the proteins pushing on their surroundings giving rise to nonlocal force
distributions. Both the contributions from the thermal fluctuations of the active protein densities and the
temporal noise in the individual active force distributions of the proteins are taken into account. The noise in
the individual force distributions is found to become significant at short wavelengths.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Biological membranes are mixtures of basically lipids and
proteins that actively participate in many biological pro-
cesses. The lipids, being the basic component, form a bilayer
in which proteins are included. Many of these membrane
proteins are molecular machines, which can use some readily
available energy source, for instance light or ATP, to perform
different tasks �1�. A prominent example is the transportation
of ions across a membrane against a chemical potential gra-
dient. Due to this constant activity a biological membrane is
a system out of thermal equilibrium.

One way to observe nonequilibrium behavior of mem-
branes is to study their shape fluctuations. Lipid membranes
in their fluid phase are flexible structures undergoing ther-
mally excited shape fluctuations that can be observed di-
rectly by video microscopy �2�. Indirect studies of the fluc-
tuations, using micromanipulation techniques to measure the
amount of membrane excess area stored in the fluctuations,
have already given evidence that activated proteins incorpo-
rated in lipid membranes enhance these fluctuations �3,4�.
Efforts are being made to extend these studies to use video
microscopy to obtain the fluctuation spectrum directly �5�.

A theoretical model was proposed in �6�, which explains
the activity-induced enhancement of the fluctuations as being
a result of the active proteins pushing on their fluid surround-
ings. This pushing could arise when a protein is pumping
material across the membrane, or when it is changing its
configuration as part of an active cycle. This model will be
called the force-dipole model here, because it was formu-
lated mathematically as each protein contributing with a
force dipole to the hydrodynamic equations of the fluids sur-
rounding the membrane. The consequences of this model for
excess area stored in the fluctuations of a planar membrane
were calculated in �6�, and from this calculation it was found
that the model constitutes a possible explanation of the re-
sults of the micromanipulation experiments.

A video microscopy study of quasispherical vesicles
would test the force-dipole model further, because the fluc-
tuations at different wavelength can be measured, and not
just the sum over all wavelength giving the excess area.

However, it is not easy to calculate the predictions of the
model for the fluctuation spectrum of a quasispherical
vesicle directly, because the equations of motion for the sur-
rounding bulk fluids would then have to be solved in a
spherical geometry including the presence of the force di-
poles.

In �7�, the force-dipole model was reformulated into an
equivalent but calculationwise more manageable formula-
tion, which was called the Gibbs formulation for the system.
One purpose of the present paper is to show how this refor-
mulation makes it possible to calculate the fluctuation spec-
trum of a quasispherical vesicle.

A second purpose of this paper is to include the nonther-
mal noise of the activity in the calculation of the fluctuation
spectrum. This was neglected in �6�, where the magnitude of
the force-dipole generated by each active protein was treated
as being constant in time. However, there does not seem to
be good reasons to assume that the forces with which a pro-
tein is actively pushing on its surroundings are constant in
time as the protein moves through one cycle of, say, pumping
an ion across the membrane. Estimates performed for a pla-
nar membrane in �8�, where the effect of active noise was
treated independently of the activities’ time-averaged con-
stant effect on the dynamics, showed that the noise can have
a significant effect. Here we will include both effects for
force dipoles—the time-averaged and the corresponding
temporal noise—and we calculate the combined effect on the
fluctuation spectrum of a quasispherical vesicle.

The presentation of the calculation will begin in Sec. II,
where the near-equilibrium dynamics of the membrane is
established. The dynamics is formulated as a set of Langevin
equations in Sec. III, and the appropriate statistics of the
thermal noise is worked out. This is in turn based on a cal-
culation of the equilibrium fluctuations performed in the Ap-
pendix. The activity is introduced in Sec. IV, where the
Langevin equations for the membrane dynamics is modified
to include the active force dipoles. The main result of the
paper, Eq. �57�, is in Sec. V, where the activity-modified
Langevin equations are solved for the shape fluctuations of
the vesicle and the different contributions to the result are
estimated and discussed. In Sec. VI, it is briefly sketched
what impact the inclusion of the nonthermal noise has on the
analysis of the existing micropipette experiments. Finally, a
conclusion is given in Sec. VII.*Electronic address: mlomholt@memphys.sdu.dk
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II. NEAR-EQUILIBRIUM DYNAMICS

In this section we will set up the near-equilibrium dynam-
ics following the formalism developed in �9�. The notational
conventions regarding differential geometry are the same as
in �7,9�.

Our starting point is an excess Helmholtz free energy F of
the membrane, which is

F = �
M

dA�2�H2 + ��np+ − np−�H − ���� − 1�

+ �V�np+/�,np−/��� . �1�

The first term represents the bending resistance of the mem-
brane, with � being the bending rigidity and H the mean
curvature. The second term is a coupling between the mean
curvature and the protein concentrations per membrane area,
np+ and np−, where � and � label the two possible orienta-
tions that an asymmetric transmembrane protein in a mem-
brane can have. The third term is a consequence of the ob-
servation that inhomogeneities arising from local
compression of the area of the membrane relax much faster
than bending deformations �10�. The term, therefore, has the
form of a local constraint with �� being a Lagrange multi-
plier field �18�. The field �, which is constrained to be 1, is
a linear combination of the different density fields nA of mol-
ecules in the membrane, with each species �including both
proteins and lipids� weighted by the area aA the individual
molecules prefer to take up in the membrane,

� =
1

1 + �
�
A

aAnA. �2�

The unitless number � is a global quantity that measures the
mismatch between the area that the membrane prefers to
have,

Apreferred = �
A

aA�
M

dA nA, �3�

and the actual area of the membrane,

A = �
M

dA . �4�

It is explicitly

� =
Apreferred − A

A
. �5�

The average of �� over the area of the membrane is thermo-
dynamically conjugate to the area A, and thus this average
can be understood as the tension of the membrane. The
fourth term in Eq. �1� is an effective interaction potential
between the protein fields np±. The functional form is left
unspecified, but it should include at least the mixing entropy
for the protein fields np±, and could also contain terms related
to other interactions between the protein molecules. The �
field in this term is introduced for convenience, because then
the potential V will not be present in the force balance equa-
tion of the membrane; see Eqs. �7�–�9�.

Having specified the free energy in Eq. �1�, we can now
follow the formalism of �9� and write down the dynamics of
the membrane. At low Reynolds number, the equation of
motion for the shape field R is simply the condition of force
balance of the membrane. Following �6�, we ignore internal
dissipation in the membrane and write the force balance as

frs + T+ + T− = 0. �6�

The force frs is the elastic restoring force per area of the
membrane,

frs = −
1
�g
��F

�R
�

�gnA,��

	 f rs,nn + f rs,�t�, �7�

f rs,n = 2H�� − 4�H�H2 − K� − 2��

2H − ��2H2 − K�n	

−
�

2
�


2n	, �8�

f rs,� = ���� − �n	��H , �9�

where we have introduced the density difference field n	

=np+ −np−. This field has a natural partner in the field n


=np+ +np−, which will be used later. The force densities T±

are the stresses of the bulk fluids on the membrane surface.
At low Reynolds number, the bulk fluids are governed by the
Navier-Stokes equation

��2v± − �p± = 0, �10�

together with the incompressibility condition � ·v±=0. Here
v±=v±�r , t� are the velocities of the bulk fluids with r label-
ing the position and t time. p± are the pressure fields and �
the viscosity. Given a solution of the bulk hydrodynamics,
we can calculate the stress tensors of the bulk fluids as

T± = − p±I + ���v± + ��v±�T� , �11�

where I is the identity tensor. Then the forces T± are

T± = ± n · �T±�r=R. �12�

To actually find a solution of the bulk hydrodynamics, we
need boundary conditions for the bulk velocity fields v± at
the membrane surface. The boundary condition that is usu-
ally imposed when dealing with viscous fluids is the so-
called no-slip boundary condition, where the bulk fluid at the
boundary is constrained to have the velocity of the boundary
material. In �9� it was argued that for a multicomponent
membrane, the general form of this boundary condition was
a linear combination of the flows of the different species of
molecules in the membrane. If we let jA

� be the current for the
density nA entering the conservation law �9�

DtnA + D�jA
� = 0, �13�

then we can write such a linear combination as

�v±�r=R = �tR + �
A

L±
AjA

�t�, �14�

where the phenomenological constants L±
A are areas of mo-

lecular sizes. They should satisfy the constraint �A L±
AnA=1
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such that it is possible to have uniform motion of the whole
system. In �9� it was argued that the precise values of the L±

A

can influence the distribution of proteins in the membrane if
the membrane is subjected to a bulk shear flow with veloci-
ties of the order kBT / ��L±

A�. However, the velocities in the
bulk fluids induced by thermal noise are of the order
kBT / ���2�, where � is the wavelength of the undulation in
question. Thus when we are interested in undulations much
longer than the molecular length scales, we can ignore shear
flow effects arising due to thermal fluctuations. This means
that the detailed values of the L±

A are unimportant for the
coupling of the bulk fluid dynamics to the dynamics of the
protein densities in the present problem. Thus we are allowed
to make a convenient choice that will simplify calculations.
We will choose L±

A=aA / �1+�� such that

�v±�r=R = �tR +
1

1 + �
�
A

aAjA
�t� 	 v�. �15�

A reason that the boundary condition in Eq. �15� is conve-
nient can be found by multiplying Eq. �13� by aA, summing
over A, and using the constraint �=1 to find

�t
�g

�g
= −

�̇

1 + �
− D�v�

� , �16�

where v�
� t�=v�−�tR. Thus the motion of the membrane

shape R is related to the motion of the bulk fluids v± at the
membrane surface, without the protein densities np± entering
directly.

From Eqs. �7�–�9� we see that the dynamics of the shape
field R is coupled to the density difference field n	. The
equation of motion for n	 is a conservation law, Eq. �13�, but
we need the expression for the current j	

�. This current can be
divided into two contributions, j	

� =n	v�+ j	,d
� , where the first

term is the convective flow with v�=�A mAjA
� / ��BmBnB� rep-

resenting the kinematic velocity of the flow in the membrane
and mA being the mass of a molecule of species A. The
second term is the dissipative part of the current. Close to
equilibrium, we can write down a constitutive relation cou-
pling this current linearly to possible driving forces. The only
driving force we have that transforms in the same way as jA

�

under symmetry transformations �including the approximate
symmetry of exchanging np+ and np−� is the gradient of the
corresponding chemical potential �9�,

	 = ��F

�n	

�
R,n
,�=1

= ��V

�n	

�
n
,�=1

+ �H . �17�

Therefore, we can write the constitutive relation as

j	,d
� = − �		��	, �18�

where �		 is a phenomenological parameter related to the
diffusion constant of the proteins, see Eq. �65�.

Having worked so far with equations that are true for any
membrane shape, we will now restrict ourselves to a shape
that is fluctuating around a spherical average shape with ra-
dius R0, and only keep terms up to first order in deviations
from this average shape. We expand in spherical harmonics
Y�m=Y�m�� ,��, which are eigenfunctions of the Laplace op-

erator on the sphere with eigenvalues −���+1� /R0
2, and they

are orthonormal,

�
0

2�

d��
0

�

sin � d� Y��m�
* Y�m = �����m�m. �19�

The expansion will be written as

R = R0 + n0R0�
�,m

u�mY�m, �20�

n	 = �
�,m

n	,�mY�m, �21�

n
 = n0,
 + �
�,m

n
,�mY�m, �22�

�� = �0,� + �
�,m

��,�mY�m, �23�

where the subscript 0 indicates that the quantity has the value
of the average state, and u�m, n	,�m, n
,�m, and ��,�m repre-
sent small deviations from this state. Note that we follow �6�
in making the simplifying assumption that the proteins are
distributed symmetrically between the two possible orienta-
tions in the membrane such that n0,	 vanishes.

The solution of the equations of motion to zeroth order in
the deviations from a spherical membrane shape is that R0
and n0,
 are constant due to volume and molecular number
conservation. Furthermore, the force balance condition, Eq.
�6�, becomes

2H0�0,� + p0
− − p0

+ = 0, �24�

which is Laplace’s law with p0
± being the average pressures

in the bulk. The value of the tension �0,� is in principle
related to the value of �, but we will choose �0,� to be the
free parameter here. The reader is referred to �11� for further
details on the subject of membrane tensions and their conju-
gate areas.

Calculating to first order in the deviations from a spheri-
cal shape is more tedious. Especially, we need to find expres-
sions for the hydrodynamic forces T± in terms of the state
variables of the membrane. Fortunately, a solution to the
Navier-Stokes equation at low Reynolds number in spherical
geometry is known. This solution is called the Lamb solution
�12�, and we can use it to find T± in terms of v�. Having
worked this out, we can then eliminate ��,�m and v�

� from the
dynamics of u�m and n	,�m to arrive at a closed set of first-
order differential equations for u�m and n	,�m. n
,�m will not
enter the equations for u�m and n	,�m, because
�2V / ���n	�n
��n	=0=0 since the system should then be sym-
metric with respect to reversing the two sides of the mem-
brane. We do not write out the intermediate results of the full
calculation here. Instead we refer to �10�, where an analo-
gous calculation was performed in detail. We state the final
result by collecting the dynamical fields into a column vector
w�m, where the transpose of w�m is w�m

T = �u�m ,n	,�m�, and
then write the differential equations as
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Bẇ�m = − Aw�m. �25�

Here the matrix B represents the dissipative forces,

B =��R0
34�3 + 6�2 − 1

��� + 1�
0

0
R0

4

�		��� + 1�
 , �26�

and the matrix A the elastic ones,

A =� E� −
�R0

2
�� + 2��� − 1�

−
�R0

2
�� + 2��� − 1� �R0

2  ,

�27�

where

E� = ����� + 1� + �0,�R0
2��� + 2��� − 1� , �28�

� 	 � �2V

�n	
2 �

n0,
,n	=0

. �29�

III. THERMAL NOISE

Equation �25� represents the near-equilibrium dynamics
of the average shape of the membrane. To include the effect
of the thermal forces on the dynamics of the shape, we fol-
low the Langevin approach �13� and add a white-noise term
� to the dynamic equations. The result is the stochastic equa-
tion

ẇ�m = − B−1Aw�m + �thermal, �30�

where the statistics of the noise obeys

��thermal�t��thermal
† �t��� = �thermal��t − t�� , �31�

with �thermal
† representing the complex conjugate of �thermal

T .
The correlation matrix �thermal can be determined from the
condition that the long-time limit of the fluctuations calcu-
lated from Eq. �30� should equal the fluctuations that can be
calculated directly from the free energy using equilibrium
statistical mechanics. The equilibrium statistical mechanical
calculation is performed in the Appendix with the result

�w�mw�m
† �eq = kBTA−1. �32�

To find the long-time limit of the fluctuations from Eq. �30�,
we first note that Eq. �30� has the formal solution

w�m�t� = e−�B−1A�tw�m�t = 0�

+ e−�B−1A�t�
0

t

dt�e�B−1A�t��thermal�t�� . �33�

Squaring this and taking the average, we find that the value
at long times of the fluctuations is

�w�mw�m
† � = �

0

�

dt e−�B−1A�t�thermale
− �B−1A�Tt. �34�

Using B−1�B−1A�T= �B−1A�B−1, it can easily be checked that
the choice of �thermal that ensures the agreement between the
two ways of calculating the fluctuations is

�thermal = 2kBTB−1. �35�

IV. ACTIVITY

Having set up the stochastic equations for the near-
equilibrium dynamics, we will now modify these to include
the effect of the active force dipoles. Most of the work
needed to do this was done in �7�, where it was found that
the important contribution of the force dipoles to the dynam-
ics was to modify the force balance condition for the mem-
brane to

frs + fact + T+ + T− = 0, �36�

where fact is the force per area generated by the activity. In
�7�, this force was obtained as a divergence of a stress tensor

fact = D��Tact
��t� + Tn,act

� n� , �37�

where

Tact
�� = �dipg

�� + �Hg�� +
1

2
K���Q , �38�

Tn,act
� =

1

2
��Q . �39�

The quantity �dip is a modification of the tension induced by
the activity. Due to the fast balancing of forces in the tan-
gential directions of the membrane, fluctuations in �dip will
immediately be counterbalanced by changes in ��, and
therefore only the average value �0,dip will have an influence
on the dynamics of the membrane shape. A discussion of the
magnitude of this contribution can be found in �7�. Q is a
measure of how much the bending moments in the mem-
brane are modified by the activity of the force dipoles. The
model we will use for Q is

Q = F�2�n	 + S . �40�

The constant F�2� is related to the parameters of �6� by being
the quadrupole moment of the shifted force dipole of an
active protein,

F�2� = ��w↑�2 − �w↓�2�Fa. �41�

Here Fa is a force and w↑ and w↓ are length scales related to
how the active proteins insert themselves in the membrane. S
represents the noise arising when the force dipole generated
by an individual protein is not constant during the cycle of
the activity. It has zero average

�S� = 0, �42�

and we model its autocorrelation function similarly to
�8,14–16� by combining the self-diffusion of the proteins
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with an exponential decay of the correlations in the proteins
internal state,

�S��,�,t�S���,��,t���

= �an0,
Gsp��,�,��,��, �t − t���e−�t−t��/�a. �43�

where �a is a phenomenological constant, �a a correlation
time, and Gsp is the single-particle density correlation func-
tion for the active proteins. Gsp is the solution of the diffu-
sion equation on a spherical vesicle,

�

�t
Gsp��,�,��,��,t� = DspD���Gsp��,�,��,��,t� , �44�

with the initial condition

Gsp���,�,��,��,t��t=0 =
1

�g0

��� − ������ − ��� , �45�

where Dsp is the single-particle diffusion constant and the
spatial derivatives act on �� ,��.

Note that, contrary to �6,7�, we have for simplicity ig-
nored any dependence of the protein activity on the local
curvature of the membrane, but included internal noise in the
model instead.

We calculate the stochastic equations of motion for u�m
and n	,�m as before using the force balance condition of Eq.
�36� instead of Eq. �6�. This gives a changed set of stochastic
equations which becomes

ẇ�m = − Cw�m + �thermal + �a, �46�

with a modified dynamical matrix

C = B−1�A + Aa� , �47�

where

Aa = ��0,dipR0
2�� + 2��� − 1�

F�2�R0

2
�� + 2��� − 1�

0 0
 ,

�48�

and an additional noise term

�a = B−1�R0�� + 2��� − 1�S�m/2

0
� , �49�

where �S�m�=0 and

�S�m
* �t�S��m��t��� =

n0,
�a

R0
2 e−�t−t��/�������mm�. �50�

The time scale �� is a combination of �a and the relaxation
time for the single protein diffusion

1

��

=
1

�a
+

Dsp��� + 1�

R0
2 . �51�

V. FLUCTUATION SPECTRUM

To find the fluctuation spectrum from Eq. �46�, we first
note that formula �34� is now modified to

�w�mw�m
† � = �

0

�

dt e−Ct�e−CTt, �52�

where

� = �thermal +
�an0,


R0
2 � �� + 2��� − 1�R0��� + 1�

2�R0
3�4�3 + 6�2 − 1� �2

� ��1 0

0 0
��CT +

1

��

I�−1

+ �C +
1

��

I�−1�1 0

0 0
�� .

�53�

If we assume that C has two distinct eigenvalues �1 and �2,
then we can use the Caley-Hamilton theorem to find that we
can write the exponential of −Ct as

e−Ct =
1

�1 − �2
���1e−�2t − �2e−�1t�I + �e−�1t − e−�2t�C� .

�54�

Using this formula together with

�1 + �2 = Tr C, �1�2 = det C , �55�

we can perform the integral in Eq. �52� to find

�w�mw�m
† � =

1

2 Tr C det C
�Tr CI − C���Tr CI − C�T

+
1

2 Tr C
� . �56�

Equation �56� is not singular at �1=�2 and thus works even
if the eigenvalues are identical.

Using Eq. �56�, we finally find the spectrum of the shape
fluctuations including the contributions from the active force
dipoles,

��u�m�2� =
kBT

E5 �
e �1 + �F�2��F�2� − ��

�
+

�an0,


kBT
x��

�
�� + 2�2�� − 1�2

4Ẽ��1 + ��,�/�D,��
� . �57�

Here we have introduced the activity modified energy scales

Ẽ� = ����� + 1� + �̃R0
2��� + 2��� − 1� , �58�

E5 �
e = ��5 e��� + 1� + �5 eR0

2��� + 2��� − 1� , �59�

where the modified tension and bending parameters are

�̃ = �0,� + �0,dip, �60�

�5 e = � −
��� − F�2��

4�
, �61�

�5 e = �̃ +
��� − F�2��

2R0
2�

. �62�

We have also introduced time scales for shape ���,�� and
protein density ��D,�� relaxations
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��,� =
�R0

3�4�3 + 6�2 − 1�

Ẽ���� + 1�
, �63�

�D,� =
R0

2

D		��� + 1�
, �64�

where

D		 = �		� �65�

is the diffusion constant for n	. Finally, we have introduced
the fraction

x� =

E5 �
e +

��

�D,�
�1 +

��,�

�D,�
�Ẽ� +

��,�

�D,�
Ẽ�

�1 +
��,�

�D,�
�Ẽ� +

��,�

��

Ẽ� +
��

�D,�
E5 �

e

, �66�

which determines the importance of the internal active noise.
A plot showing how the force-dipole activity modifies the

fluctuation spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. The parameters have
been chosen in accordance with the estimates and findings of
�6� for a lipid membrane with the proton pump bacterior-
hodopsin incorporated. Thus we have taken �=10kBT with
kBT=4�10−21 J. The protein potential V is taken to be
purely entropic and thus �=kBT /n0,
 with n0,
=1016 m−2 for
the total density of proteins. We have assumed that the single
protein and collective diffusion constants are identical and
taken them to be D		=Dsp=10−12 m2/s. For simplicity, we
have ignored any asymmetry in the nonactive interactions
between the proteins and the lipids and taken �=0. We have
taken the vesicle to have a radius of R0=10 m with a ten-
sion �0,�=5�10−8 N/m which is increased by 50% when
the proteins are active to �̃=7.5�10−8 N/m. The relation
between the constant F�2� here and the parameters of �6� is
that F�2�=2wPa, where w is the membrane thickness and Pa

has the units of a force dipole. Using the values of �6�, this
gives F�2�=10 nm �. The amplitude of the internal noise �a

should be related to F�2� and here we have simply taken �a

=F�2�
2 . For the characteristic time of the active process, we

have taken the duration of a bacteriorhodopsin photocycle,
�a=5 ms. Finally, the surrounding medium has the viscosity
of water �=10−3 Pa s.

Different ways in which the activity of the force dipoles
modify the fluctuation spectrum can be seen in Fig. 1. First
of all, the increase in the tension, �dip, decreases the fluctua-
tions at large wavelengths �small ��. Secondly, the thermal
fluctuations of n	 enhance the shape fluctuations at short
wavelengths through the active contribution to the bending
moment: F�2�n	. This was the explanation given in �6� for the
increase in the fluctuations observed in �3�. However, it can
also be seen in the figure that the internal active noise can
give a third modification at short wavelength, which sets in
gradually as x� increases to become of order 1, see Fig. 2.
Note that eventually as the mode number � goes to infinity,
the contributions of the activity to the fluctuations scale as
�−4, i.e., in the same way as the thermal fluctuations. In the
classification scheme of �8,16�, the wavelength behavior of
the fluctuations in the force-dipole model corresponds to the
case of “curvature force.”

The physics behind the gradual onset of the effect of the
internal active noise can be understood from the time scales
of the problem. Using the explicit values of the parameters
chosen for the plot, we find that at high � we have ��,�
�100 s /�3 and �D,��100 s /�2. Looking at the fractions of
time scales in Eq. �66�, we see that all of these fractions will
be at maximum of the order unity except ��,� /�� �see also
Fig. 2�, which will be bigger than 1 for � small enough such
that ��,� is larger than �a. Since this fraction enters in the
denominator of x�, we will have that x� is small for �’s that
are smaller than, say, 20. The physical origin of this is that
when the membrane shape dynamics is slower than the dy-
namics of the internal active noise, then the shape cannot
move fast enough to accommodate the temporary stresses
that the internal active noise induces. Thus the noise will not
influence the movement of the shape at long wavelength.

Note that the time scale for diffusion �D,� is slower than
the time scale for membrane shape relaxation ��,�. A simpli-
fying approximation in Eqs. �56� and �66� would thus be to
discard terms proportional to ��,� /�D,�.

FIG. 1. The fluctuation spectrum, Eq. �57�. The parameters are
as explained in the text for the dotted curve. The solid curve is the
equilibrium result, i.e., F�2�, �a, and �0,dip has been set to zero. For
the dashed curve we have taken �a=0 such that only the internal
active noise of the proteins is ignored.

FIG. 2. The fractions x� �solid curve�, ��,� /�� �dash-dotted
curve�, ��,� /�D,� �dashed curve�, and �� /�D,� �dotted curve� as func-
tions of �.
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VI. MICROPIPETTE EXPERIMENTS

To understand what impact including the nonthermal
noise represented by �a in the force-dipole model has on
interpreting existing experimental data, we will briefly dis-
cuss micropipette experiments in this section �19�.

In micropipette experiments, a relation between the area
of a vesicle and the tension in its membrane is measured. The
vesicle is aspirated to a pipette at low suction pressure in-
ducing a tension in the membrane of the size N/m and
above �17�. The tension is then increased by increasing the
suction pressure and it is measured how the visible area of
the membrane changes in response. At low tension, it is usu-
ally assumed that the increase in visible area is taken from
the excess area stored in the fluctuations of the membrane
without the true area being increased.

We can calculate the excess area, which we will denote by
�� to distinguish it from the � of Eq. �5�, for the force-dipole
model applied to a spherical vesicle from Eq. �57�. Expand-
ing the area of the vesicle surface, A, to second order in u�m,
one finds for a spherical vesicle with fixed volume

�� 	
A

4�R0
2 − 1 =

1

8�
�

��0,m
�� + 2��� − 1��u�m�2

=
1

8�
�
�=1

�max

�2� + 1��� + 2��� − 1��u�m�2, �67�

where lmax is a cutoff wave number beyond which the free
energy of Eq. �1� is not expected to be valid anymore. Due to
the relatively high tensions in the micropipette experiments
�in comparison with what can be achieved in video micros-
copy experiments�, the fluctuations of the low wave numbers
� do not contribute much to the excess area. We can there-
fore simply replace factors of, say, �+2 in Eqs. �57� and �67�
with l and convert the sum to an integral to simplify the
calculation. As mentioned at the end of the preceding sec-
tion, we can also put factors of ��,� /�D,� to zero. To simplify
the expression for x�, we will simply take � to be zero such
that x�=1 for high �, and assume that the tension is high
enough such that the terms in the square brackets of Eq. �57�
are suppressed by the tension for the lower l, where x� is not
unity. With these simplifications, we get

�� =
kBTeff

8��
ln

�lmax
2 + �̃R0

2

�̃R0
2 � −

kBTeff

8��
ln

�̃

�lmax
2 /R0

2 ,

�68�

where

Teff

T
= 1 +

F�2�
2

4��
+

�an0,


4�kBT
�69�

is an effective temperature whose ratio with T is a measure
of how much the excess area has been increased by the
activity-induced fluctuations in comparison with equilibrium.

In �4,6�, a factor 2–3 increase of Teff in micropipette ex-
periments on active membranes was reported. This increase
was assigned to the averaged force-dipole activity repre-
sented by F�2� in Eq. �69�. But as Eq. �69� shows, the noise of

the activity represented by �a might well give a contribution
of comparable size. Actually, with the estimated values cho-
sen in the previous section, the contributions of the corre-
sponding two terms in Eq. �69� become exactly equal. Fur-
ther experiments are needed to make it possible to
distinguish the contributions of the two mechanisms. An ob-
vious candidate for such experiments is a video microscopy
experiment, where the two contributions might be distin-
guishable due to the onset at high �-modes of the internal
noise represented by �a discussed in the preceding section.
However, a limit of the video microscopy experiments is the
resolution of the experimental setup, setting a limit for the
range of �-modes that can be obtained in such an experiment.
Currently, this limit seems to be the first 20–30 modes �5�,
making the possibility of observing an onset very sensitive to
the actual parameters, �, �a, etc., of the system.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the Gibbs formalism of �7,9� was used to
calculate the quasispherical shape fluctuation spectrum,
given in Eq. �57�, for the force-dipole model of �6�. This
calculation allows for further testing of the force dipole
through video microscopy experiments, something that is
needed to test the model more stringently. The shortcoming
of the micropipette experiments is that they only provide one
data point for each set of experimental conditions. A video
microscopy experiment on the other would provide a data
point for each mode number � in the spectrum that can be
measured.

Following a general viewpoint promoted in �8�, an addi-
tional contribution due to temporal noise in the strength of
the force dipoles of the individual active proteins was in-
cluded in the calculation. The contribution of this noise was
found to be insignificant at long wavelengths, but it is turned
gradually on as the mode number � increases when the cor-
responding characteristic time scale for membrane shape re-
laxation crosses the time scale associated with the correla-
tions in the noise from the activity. This gradual onset offers
a possible way to distinguish the contribution from those of
the original force-dipole model of �6� when the shape fluc-
tuation spectrum obtained by, for instance, a video micros-
copy experiment is analyzed.
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APPENDIX: EQUILIBRIUM FLUCTUATIONS

For a column vector w̄�m with components that perform
small fluctuations about an average value zero, we can cal-
culate the equilibrium fluctuations as
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�w̄�mw̄�m
† � = kBTĀ−1, �A1�

where the matrix Ā is the second derivative of the free en-
ergy,

Ā 	 � �2F

�w̄�m�w̄�m
† �

w̄�m=0

. �A2�

However, for the membrane case studied here, there is a
subtlety with respect to which fields to use in w̄�m. When we
take the derivative of the free energy F in Eq. �7�, we fix the
fields �gnA and not nA. This is the reason that we choose for
w̄�m �see also �10��

�
�,m

w̄�mY�m =�
1

R0
n0 · �R − R0�

1
�g0

�gn	

1
�g0

�gn
 − n0,

 . �A3�

The transformation to the w�m we have used in the main part
of the paper is then at linear order

w�m = Lw̄�m, �A4�

where

L = � 1 0 0

0 1 0

− 2n0,
 0 1
 . �A5�

The free energy, Eq. �1�, without the Lagrange multiplier
term for � but with a tension parameter �0� included instead
to control the area is

F = �
M

dA�2�H2 + �n	H + V�n	,n
� + �0�� . �A6�

When we expand the free energy to second order in w̄�m

to find Ā, we have to take care of the constraints on volume
and number of molecules in the membrane. The volume con-
straint tells us that

V =
1

3
�

M

d AR · n �A7�

should be constant. To second order in u�m we have

V = R0
3�4�

3
+ �4�u00 + �

�,m
�ulm�2� . �A8�

This equation will be used to eliminate u00 and express the
free energy F in terms of the remaining u�m when F is ex-
panded to second order in u�m. Note that u00 depends on u�m,
��0, through terms that are second order in u�m. We will
therefore regard u00 as a second-order term when we expand
the free energy.

The constraints on the number of particles, i.e., �MdAnA is
the total number of molecules of type A, simply constrain the
last two components of w̄00 to be zero.

Using the constraints described above, we can expand the
free energy to second order in w̄�m to find

F = const +
1

2 �
��0,m

w̄�m
† Ā�mw̄�m, �A9�

where

Ā =� E� + 4R0
2�
n0,


2 −
�R0�� + 2��� − 1�

2
− 2R0

2�
n0,


−
�R0�� + 2��� − 1�

2
�R0

2 0

− 2R0
2�
n0,
 0 �
R0

2
 , �A10�

and the tension that replaces �0,dip in the expression for E�,
Eq. �28�, is

�0 = �0� + V −
�V

�n


n
 − ��V

�n	

n	�
n0,	=0,n0,


. �A11�

�
 is simply

�
 = � �2V

�n

2 �

n0,	=0,n0,


. �A12�

Using the linear transformation, Eq. �A4�, we find that the
fluctuations of w�m with ��0 are

�w�mw�m
† � = kBTA−1, �A13�

where
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A = �L−1�TĀL−1 =� E� −
�R0�� + 2��� − 1�

2
0

−
�R0�� + 2��� − 1�

2
�R0

2 0

0 0 �
R0
2
 . �A14�

This is the result used in Eq. �32�.
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